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TO I. I. AND C.
No other monument so great,
Though sought with care throughout the State,
Compares with thee,
I. I. and C.
Thy lofty walls, thy spacious halls,
Thy classic squalls, and all thy alls,
Are dear to me,
1. 1. and C.
My every thought is for thy good;
My every wish is that I could
Do more for thee,
I. I. and C.
Each season brings so many things
That in my mind with thee combine,
Combine with thee,
I. 1. and• C.
Another year I'll labor here,
Thy tasks perform and, with a tear,
Depart from thee,
1. 1. and C.
Where'er 1 roam, whate'er 1 do,
When friends are true, or life's all blue,
1 '11 think of thee,
1. 1. and C.
CAROLINE E. HAND.
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Cl)c jtttgsston of tflotocm
lotoers arc (Sou's beautiful thoughts
Blossoming out complete,
©aping,

u

23c noble anu Ijappv

3nu math my message smcct."
Chough their language mas ttebrr Unoum
Co matte a resonance,
Cljcir great thoughts are oft percetbeu
3lust by a glance.
Chrtr beauty anu their fragrance sheu
flight in the Uttngeon cell,
3itu shorn the prisoners tljr Christ,
jfor of t?is lobr they tell.
f^hat toy, mljat comfort, mljat pleasure

$ flotoers,

Co the sitknoom they bring!
Co cltcer the heart of the patient,

beautiful thoughts of <3oU,

Ceach us your mission trttr,
3nu Irt us breathe m the smeetness

3 silent song they sing.

Chat is breatheb out by you.
M. H.
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Callaway-Orr Literary Society.
M OTTO

:

L,abor is Genius.

Officers.

ANNIVERSARIAN.

VICE-PRESIDENT.

RECORDING SECRETARY.

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

Members.
ETTA ATWELL

CECILE COLE

MONIE FRANKS

MARGARET BOYD

MABEL COMFORT

ALMA BROWN

ALICE CURRY

CLARA BOYD
HELEN BROWNLEE
MARY BARWICK
GEORGIA BEST
CONNIE BONSLAGEL
MILLIE BROWN
BURES BURNETT
MARY BURNETT
NOLIE BUSH
MARY CHAMBERLIN
BELLE CHAMBERLIN
LILLIAN COVINGTON

ZETTIE CURRY
BESSIE CHILES
MATTIE COWANEUGENIA DIXON
ANNIE LAURIE DABBS
LELIA DUNCANBESSIE ELMORE
BESSIE ECKLES
LUCY ELLZY
MINNIE FRAZER
JOSIE FITTS
BLANCHE FOOSE

H

KATY BOYD GEORGE
ALMA GUNN
ALBERTA GRANTH,•
GOLDIE GRESHA:
HATTIE GULLEDGE
EI.LENA GUESS
IDA HILLERMAN
MARGARET HODGE
CORINNE HARRIS
JENNIE MAY HARRIS
VIRGIE JACKSONMABEL JORDAN
NELLIE KEIRN
ANNETTE LIMERI

Callaway=Orr Members—Continued.
EMMA MAY LANEY
MAUDE MABRY
CARL MOLLOY
ZULA MORRIS
LURA MEACHAM
SUSIE MCBEE
LULA MCCULLOUGII
HATTIE MGKINSTRY
ALLIE MCNEILL
NEIL D. MOLLOY
SALLIE NAUGLE

MARGUERITE RED
SALLIE RILEY
MAMIE ROYALS
KATE RUFFIX
LISSA REGAN
LELIA MAY SHELL
EMMA SIMRALL
MARY STENNIS
MAUDE SMITH
LIZZIE STENNIS
JANIE STENNIS

IDA NEILL
FANNIE NEWELL
ELLA MAY NOAH

LEAH SMITH
JENNIE SHERMAN
OLIVE SULLIVAN
FANNY TURNER
LLOYD PACE
LULA TUNISON
JOSEPHINE PATTI•:RSON
FLORENCE: WA LLACE
ALMA PHILIPS
JU ANITA WAS SON
JOSEPHINE PERRY
MAY WALKER
CEVILLA PIGFORD
BESSIE WELCH
ETHEL POINDEXTER
PAULINE WIIITTEN
HALL RAINWATER
LOUISE WILLIAMSON
INA YOUNG

MARY GEORGE KINCANNON.
Age three and a half years. Youngest member of the
Callaway- Orr Literary Society.
'
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Founded 1886.

Peyton Literary Society.
COLORS:

MOTTO:

Blue and Gold.

We study for light to bless with light

NONA ARCHER
Anniversarian

ANNE WILSON
President

B E N N . E WILL GIBSON
Vice-President

ROBBIE DUKE
Recording Sec.

MARY H A R V E Y
MAXIE HAWTHORN E
Corresponding Sec.
Treasurer

Members of Peyton Society.
ARCHER, NONA
ADAMS, LYDA
BEALE, IDA LEE
BRAY, CELESTE
CAULFIELD, ANNIE
CATCHINGS, LOUISE
CANNON, MARGARET
CLARKE, ANNIE LAURIE

ARMOUR, EMMA
ARMOUR, MARY
BRINKER, CARITA
BROWN, FANNIE
CRAMER, EMMA
CRITZ, MARIE
CANNON, PAULINE,
CLIFTON, ANNIE HUNTER
DUNNING, BESSIE
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ASKEW, MARY
BROWN, RUTH
BARROW, JULIA
BRANDT, REGINA
COOK, EVA
CRITZ, LAURA
CHANDLER, MARY IVY
DANIELS, IDA

Members of Peyton Society—Continued.
DIXON, WILLIE

EICHOLTZ, EULIE

DUKE, ROBBIE

EASON, ESSIE

ELSON, STELLA

ELLIS, CARRIE
FERGUSON, KATHERINE

GASTON, MAGGIE DILL

ELLIOTT, JESSIE
FLEMING, MINNIE

GOZA, MATTIE

FLYNT, MARY
GIBSON, BENNIE WILL

GRAY, EDDIE,

GAY, SYDNEY

HALBERT, ETHEL

HOLLIDAY, ALLENE

GIBSON, ESTELLE

HERRIN, MARY ELLEN

HAMPTON, MAY

HEARD, MARION

HAND, CAROLINE

HEATH, BESSIE

HISCOX, MABEL

HARVEY, MARY

HORNE, ZOE

HAWTHORNE, MAXIE

HELLUMS, CORRINNE

HENRY, MOLLIE

HINTON, GERTRUDE
JONES, EDNA

HOPKINS, ELOISE

JOHNSTON, RUBY

JONES, BERTHA

KIRK, LOUISE

KOGER, NANNIE

KNOX, BLANCHE

LEDBETTER, LUCILE

KNOST, EDNA

LAY, MAGGIE

LITTLE, ANNIE
MOORE, ELIZABETH

MCGAHEY, LESSIE

MCLEAN, S.ALLIE

MCCAFFERTY, EUNIE

MIMS, HELEN

MILLER, LOR A

MCFARLANE, MAY ELLA

MAXWELL, DOUGLAS

MCMANUS VALLIE

MCMANUS, LULA
MONTGOMERY, ADELAIDE

MOORE, LOUISE
MOODY, EMMA G.

MCGEHEE, MAMIE

PARKER, BESSIE LOU

PARDEE, ALMIRA
RHETT, LIZZIE
ROBINSON, NETTIE

PEYTON, ARTIE

PACK, MATTIE

PEVEY, ELEANOR

RICE, FRANCIS
ROBERTSON, MARY

RICE, NANNIE
STRONG, ELSIE

S T EV EN SO N, IRMA

SMALLWOOD, KATE

SAN FORD, BEULAH

SHIPP, MARY

SYKES, AMALIE

SAGF;, JEROME

STAINBACK, ROSA
SPINKS, BERTIE
SELLERS, MARY
TAYLOR, MARJORIE
WHITE, NELL
WAKER, BYRD

W ESTMORELAND, MARGIE

SMITH, BLANCHE
SMITH, EMMIE
TURNER, PEARL
TEAM, BONNIEBELL
WORD, SUSIE
WILKINS, MARY

STREET, LORRAINE
SMYLIE, SUSIE
THORNTON, MATTIE
WHITE, BETTIE
WALLER, MARY ALICE
WILSON, ANNIE
YOUNG, MARY ANTHONY

The Main Social Events of the Year.
FEW
after the Juniors had got their caps and gowns, the
Seniors, desirous of giving this dignified class a more suitable place
than the dormitory halls to display their pomp and grandeur, cor
dially invited hem to the parlors on Hallowe'en night. After hav
ing been received by the reception committee in the main parlor,
-the guests were carried across the hall into the students' parlor,
rwhere four witches in all their weird attire awaited to tell them
what the hates had destined for them. One presided over the table of tea-leaves,
another over the fireside, aiother over the tub of apples, and the fourth over the
lighted candles. When euch girl had learned what her future life would be
from these weird sisters, she was invited to an immense table laden with all
-kihds of fruits and candies. It is useless to say this
part of the entertainment was enjoyed as much as the
October 31st.
other. The affair ended by having each Senior invite
Seniors Entertain
Juniors.
a Junior to accompany her for a walk. They were
taken out in the park, where at every dark and dismal
spot a Hallowe'en-like phantom made its appearance. Although the Juniors
had been able to display their dignity to a great measure at the beginning of
the evening, by the end they were dominated more by the passion of fear from
Hallowe'en jokes, etc., than they were by that dignified feeling.
After having finished
" rushing" the new girls foi
society and each had answered her invitation to the
pleasure or displeasure of the respective organizations
the receptions were tendered by each of them to theii
new members. That of the Callaway-Orrs came first.
Invitations were issuec
for the night of January 17th.
As it is customary, the officers of the other societies were honored witl
one. Just when the clock struck nine on the appointed night, one might have
seen eager and happy girls hurrying to the reception-hall. There as is usua
for a number of college girls, they all enjoyed themselves thoroughly. A com
stant buzz of happy voices, with an occasional peal of jolly laughter, could be
Callaway=Orr
Reception.

heard. At eleven o'clock announcement was made to repair to the dining-hall.
The Callawav-Orr President, in company with the Peyton President, led the
way. The others immediately followed. A four-course luncheon was served
by dainty maids. Toasts were drunk and responses made until a bell, that
dreadful room-bell, reminded every one that she was still a student at the Indus
trial Institute and College. Shortly after having returned to the receptionhall, the girls left to go to the dormitory to their rooms. In the halls one
could hear each girl telling some of the less fortunate what a great time had
been had.
The next thing of great importance in our social life
was the reception given by the members of the Pevton Society to its new girls. Before telling you of the
good times had on this occasion, I must define the
term reception as it is here used. It is not one of those stiff, formal affairs
where each one feels it her duty to make some kind of conversation, whether
interesting or uninteresting; but it is an affair where the girls are brought
together to have a jolly good time playing some game, or indulging in other
merrymaking. On the night in question, each one was given a dainty little
booklet on which was written "Nuts to Crack." Every one was of course
anxious to know what kind of nuts it contained—whether hard and dreadful, or
brittle and easy. With much zeal and pleasure they soon began. One 011 the
outside, knowing they were cracking nuts, would have immediately come to
the conclusion that there was nothing laborious about it, for the sounds that
would have come to him were those of joy and gladness. After these had been
finished, it was decided that the girls had not been able to display their entire
knowledge on nuts, so they were asked to write a six-line poem 011 this subject.
These were taken up and read by the President. Everybody was surprised
beyond measure to find that there had been so much hidden talent at this insti
tution. Although the subject was not as deep as it might have been, still there
were great and profound thoughts brought out. It would be appropriate to
give some of them here, if it had not been decided to have a full publication of
them soon. Every one feels that after this publication, the I. I. and C. will be
world-renowned for art, if none other than that of being eloquent without
having anything to say. Robert Browning's poems were given as a head prize
to that girl whose poetry was so good that it was thought the reading of these
poems might be some pastime for her; and Mrs. Browning's were given for a
consolation prize. After the game refreshments were served. Each one left
wishing that these good times came more often in a schoolgirl's life.
Peyton
Reception.
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After everything- had about gotten to working in a
Burlesque
humdrum fashion, the girls decided to have some downon Teachers.
right fun to break the monotony. After much con
sideration and due deliberation, it was agreed upon to
have a burlesque on our dignified and distinguished faculty. Announcements
were accordingly made in chapel that there would be an entertainment given
in that hall on February 15th. Admission for students, fifteen cents; for officers
of the institution and members of the faculty, five dollars. The wonder and
astonishment was great among that body. They were determined to come.
It has always been said that the curiosity of womankind is great; but we girls
have decided that it must grow with age, for some of these ladies had more than
we had ever conceived of any one having. Some had it to such an extent that
they paid five dollars down, others that they dressed in the "preps" uniform
and tried to ride over the doorkeepers. The affair came off promptly, and it
is the candid opinion of many that some of the members of the faculty who did
get in 011 the very front bench wished many times during the evening that they
did not have so many peculiarities; that others' eyes were opened to the fact
that they were not thought as perfect by the student-body as they had imagined
they were. The house was in a continuar roar during the entire performance.
It surely served its purpose—it broke the monotony for quite a long while.

Ragtime
Recital.

Another quite unique and laughable affair was the Ragtime recital given in the chapel on February 26. There
we had ragtime girls dressed in ragtime costumes who
played ragtime music and danced ragtime dances.
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THE MONARCH.

THE BELLS.
A A A
Hear the clanking of the bell!
Rising bell!

Hear this tuneful, mellow bell!
Breakfast bell!

What a world of happy dreams its tones dispel;
At the rising of the dawn.

What a world of hopes its sounds foretell I
How we rush quick as a flash
For our share of that beef-hash !
Here with friends we mix and mingle,
And we talk in idle jingle

On each cold and cheerless morn.
How we hate to hear those tones!
Ah, how many mournful groans
Come with all these sounds that float
From its rusty throat!

Loud and louder, until called down
By a teacher's word or frown.

Hear the loud, shrieking bell!
Chapel bell!
What tales of terror its tones foretell !
How each one with guilt on her face
Slyly slips into her accustomed place ;
How many hearts are filled with fears.
And how many eyes overflow with tears—
When each "lawbreaker" realizes
She must "report" to the President after exercises.

Hear this most unwelcome bell !

Hear this soothing bell!
Light bell!

Study bell !
Which to our work doth us compel;
With many a sigh or groan or frown

What peace and happiness its notes foretell!
Through the balmy air of night

Do we get to our rooms and to work settle down.

How it gives us delight!

How much knowledge is crammed into each aching head

Oh, how peaceful it seems

And how many eyes, with tears, get red !

To lie down to pleasant dreams

How many shy trips down the halls

And through slumberland to roam

At the very time when the teacher calls!

With all the "folks at home."

MARGARET C. HODGES.
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The Drama of the English Class oi 1905 Resolved Into Its Conven
tional Forms.
The exposition prepares the listener for
of ploy; introduces principal characters.

play;

place, and

I. EXPOSITION— Scene i, Act I, shows the time to be January i, 1903;
the place, English Room in the " Industrial Hall "; the tone, one of struggling,
and the principal characters, Miss Rosa J. Peebles and the members of the
Sophomore Class.
The exciting force is that which changes things from a state of balance or repose
and precipitates the dramatic conflict.

II. EXCITING FORCE— Scenes 2 and 3, Act I. Miss Peebles's request that
each member of the class hand in, every Tuesday, a heavy theme on some
eighteenth-century author or his works.
The rising action begins zvith the exciting force and shows gain in power and
reach until the climax is reached.

III. RISING ACTION— Scenes 1, 2, and 3, Act II, and Scenes 1 and 2, Act
111. First, the heavy theme per week; second, the heavy theme and the light
theme per week; third, the heavy theme, the light theme and the full tabular
outline in connection with the heavy theme, per week.
The climax is the moment when the aggressive force is no longer active.

IV. THE CLIMAX— Scene 3, Act III. The study of the essay, Carlvle's
" Hero as a Man of Letters," taken as an example.
I he tragic foiee is the check of opposition that is to bring about the catastrophe

V. TRAGIC FORCE— Scenes 1 and 2, Act IV.
Classical and Romantic; form and history.

The study of the drama;

The falling action begins with the tragic force and shozvs loss in power and
reach until the catastrophe is reached.

\ I. I ALLING ACTION Scenes 3 and 4, Act IV, and Scene 1, Act V
Macbeth, King John, and Julius Caesar studied and resolved into conventional
forms.
The moment of suspense is the time when it seems as if there may yet be a favor
able outcome for the hero.
VII. THE MOMENT OF SUSPENSE— Scenes 1, 2, 3, and 4 Act V
The
study of the novel; Historic, Artistic, Romantic, and Ethical; a rest from theme
writing.
24

The catastrophe must have finality; this usually means death to the herd.
V I I I . C A T A S T R O P H E — Scene 5, Act V. Examination questions, March 4.
I. (a) Tell all you know about the classical drama, ( b ) Resolve some
classical drama into its conventional forms, (c) Compare the classical drama
with the romantic.
II. Compare the drama and the essay.
I I I . Compare the drama and the novel.
IV. (a) Mention an Englishman who wrote classical dramas. (b) Men
tion a Frenchman who wrote romantic dramas.
(They all died that night.)
LOLLIE RILEY.
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SANDEE-GAMBEE.
List to the tale of Sandee—Gambee—
This the name when 't is translated,
44 Sophomore famed for her light themes."
In the month of January,
This year of the twentieth century,
Sandee—Gambee in her own room
At the 44 Institute and College"
Sat and nursed her wildest fancy.
Sandee-Gambee sat in silence
Till at last she cried, 44 I '11 do it !
I will write a wondrous light theme,
And 't will make the Seniors jealous,
Make the Junior Class all tremble
Lest their work be deemed below it ;
And the Sophomores shall crown me
King of all their light-theme writers.''
Then she thought to find a topic ;
44I must make good choice of subjects,
For on that my fame dependeth;
It will bring success or failure."
So she read from well-known writers—
Pope and Swift, De Foe and Addison,
Burns and Goldsmith, Gray and Cowper ;
Read their essays and poems,
Read the histories of their habits.
44 Certainly," said Sandee-Gambee,
44 I can find a fitting subject
That shall win fame for my light theme,
It I only search these pages."
But she looked in vain in Cowper ;
Found in Gray no topic suited,
Turned to Burns and Goldsmith—they, too,
Offered her no consolation.
44 Pope or Swift may lend assistance—
No, their ,vorks are full of wisdom •
This must be a very light theme.
Addison shall surely save me!"
But she found them all too heavy •
Nothing light ran through their pages.
Then despair seized hold upon her.
44 So, alas, I find no subject !
Must I give up fame in light themes ? "
Vain were all her expectations ;
Tain her hopes of future honor ;
She could only write of failures
That had brought her endless trouble.
She must rest content with being
Just the simple Sandee-Gambee.
OLIVE SULLIVAN
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VIEW OF CHAPEL FROM ART STUDIO WINDOW.

TAKE or not to take, that was the question—
whether it would be nobler to suffer the pangs
of outrageous hunger or to steal one of nature's
most palatable contributions, a chicken. This
was the question that we three debated. After
calm consideration and due deliberation, how
ever, we crept noiselessly to the grape-arbor
where we had seen a small brood of chickens go
to roost. But to our utter astonishment not a
chicken was to be felt, for it was indeed too dark
to see. Maria reminded us of the fact that there was a coop near-by, so we pro
ceeded there. After wading through mud and water we reached the place—Maria
in the lead. She peeped in the coop and whispered to us, " There's not a chicken
in here." Oh, how our spirits fell! but were immediately strengthened, for Maria,
on looking in the second time, had not only got a glimpse of a chicken, but had
succeeded in pulling it out, and best of all, the captured fowl and those left
behind made not a sound. Now there we were with the chicken; but who was
to kill it? Neither of us seemed overanxious to perform this deed; so fearless
Maria, with a few twists of her arm, threw the chicken 011 the ground with its
neck well broken. Now did we ask ourselves, "Is this a sin?" No; our first
thoughts were, Where shall we take it? Like statues we stood there, and
finally came to this conclusion : Maria's room is not near a teacher's, so we shall
take it there and pick it. Maria was willing to do this, but she thought she had
done her part in trying to appease our appetite; so it fell mine and Mary's happy
lot to get our captive to the second floor and then prepare it for cooking.
Maria went to her room and gently let down a string to which I tied our chicken
and bade it farewell, for I did not know whether or not some one might see it in
its upward flight—and then what would become of us? To our supreme delight,
however, the chicken reached its destination all right, and by the time it got
29

there so did Alary and T. On entering the door we received orders to go imme
diately to get some boiling water. Without doubt the water was boiling, for
when we laid our captive in it, it was not. too far gone to- flap its wings. By
blistering our hands, we at last got the largest feathers off, pulling with them
most of the skin. Then came the worst part of all—none of us had ever cut up
a chicken, so we did not know where to start. Then, too, another thing that
went dreadfully against us was our knife. It was a Barlowe, and to say it was
dull but poorly describes it. I held his neck, Maria his feet, and Mary sawed
diligently in the middle. After one hour's time we got our chicken apart; I say
apart, but I daresay an experienced cook would not consider it half cleaned.
We; packed our booty in salt for the night. The next day, after the trying
(-ideal of cooking it, it was unanimously agreed upon that it was better by far
to take than not to take.
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ADVICE OF A TEACHER.
§>0 libr, that iuljru tluj summons rornrs to join
0hr tuunmrrahlr laiuhrrakrrs itthirh ntohr
0o tliat trrrifir glarr luljrrr rarh shall rrrrihr
Hfrr boom hi firm atth solrnut tours,
01uw go not Itkr a rrimtoal, srarrh auh aslututrh,
lOut, kuohmtg tltg iuuorrurr, sustaiurh atth soothrb
iBti uufaltrriug rottfihrurr, approarh thr Prrsihrut
ICtkr our ittho girbs ou Itfr's " fighting rlotlrrs"
Aub gors out to plrab his rausr.

A WISH;
Oh wad some power the giftie gie us
To see the teachers before they see us !
How much more pleasant life would be,
And how much lorger our stay at the I. /. & C.!

3i

A Sentimental Theft.
HE bride-to-be had completed her task as high super
visor of the decorating committee and withdrawn to
put on the finishing touches before the General should
arrive. All was excitement at the College for weeks.
The girls had watched and longed and prayed for the
day to come. Not every College President has a
daughter, and few would have been considerate
enough to invite everybody, even if they had the
daughter. It was all decided—the girls were to be
arrayed in white and could watch the ceremony from
the floor above; and, after the ceremony, if they were
real good, they could mingle with the guests at the
reception. Just loads of presents had already been received and the afternoon
trains would have 011 a special car with the maid of honor, an orchestra, and more
people, flowers, and presents.
The sun was about to hide his face behind the hills. From every window,
not only in the Main building, but both dormitories, there appeared a school
girl's head and "eyes of every color ; eyes of every hue." There came the Gen
eral; everybody knew him; he had been there often before. This was to be his
third wedding. Then the maid of honor drove up with a flourish,—and all eves
did her reverence; then the orchestra; and last, if not least, a tall, good-look,T
individual, apparently not connected with the program of festivities.
*
He came up the walk with a lazy swing, and gazed amusedly at the array of
faces in the windows, and entered the Main building as if he owned College
grounds, wedding party, and all the girls
^uncge,
S po

pped
k^,™'y™,;™.fri?

,o ciaim •*

" S 3 i " * C "' C """ "" n B °" "" l "'

room-

As the days brought nearer Commencement, they brought many other things,
too—candy and letters galore; which seemed fraught with many a charm for
Susie; and when June with its roses came, Mr. Johnston, as the fairy prince
of old, tho' with a badly heel-turned slipper, sought and won the sweet girl
graduate Sue for his princess.
BENNIE WILL GIBSON.

Bright I. B. C ' s .
Teacher—What American victory prevented the British from occupying
New England and the State of New York?
Pupil—General Washington and Grant defeated at Santiago.
Teacher—What prevented the Colonists from resisting the first tyrannical
acts of England?
Pupil—Because they couldn't help themselves.
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The Latest Books.
MEH LADY PUBLISHING COMPANY.

The Heavenly Twins
Jamie; or, A Story of Man's Fascination

SUK

ECKLES

E. BUCHANAN

Annual Address to the Freshman Class . . .
Bugs and Lizzards, and Hoiv to hind Them
How to Catch a Car

P A U L I N E V . O R K
FRANCES P. HOOPER
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JAMIE "

The Secret of Smiling Sweetly

M. A. EDWARDS

The Art of Terrifying
Songs of the Midriight Hour
Memories of the Institute
Appropriate Remarks in the Dining-room
My Ideal Lady .

. . . .C.Q.WALKER
ANNIE PURCELI.
MISSES JOYCE AND JOHNSON
. . . S. C. MCLAURIN
BY THE AUTHOR OP" " ET CETERA "

Precise Pronunciation
The Passing of a Soft Voice and a Light Step in Sou hern I Vomcn

BELLE A BELL

FANNIE J. Mo .SEBY

Contemplation of the Stars
Spring Poems
A Million and One Origitial Riddles

BEVERLY PRICE
ANDREW ARMSTRONG KINCANNON
LOUISE HOLMES, M. I).

Rather, Probably, and Perhaps

ROSA J. PEEBLES

To the inexperienced and verdant youth of the land: Beware! There is
a Modern Language teacher in the Industrial Institute and College ! ! !
A sweet little miss of the I. B. C. class received the following telegram
from a devoted but uninformed (?) swain:
Miss

I. I. and C.

,

Je vous aime tout mon coeur. Vous aime mon le."
She received the message—in chapel.
Miss McLaurin, to A. Normal—Where are you going?
A. Normal—I am going to the Protector's office to pay my tribulation fee.
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SCENE IN THE PARK.
%

Snatches From the Library.
NUMBER of the new books had arrived, and the
librarian, with the aid of her assistant, after some
hard work, had finally succeeded in unpacking the
two big boxes and piling the books upon the table,
iji—jHk
It was eleven o'clock 011 Saturday morning. I was
gazing at them with longing eyes when in came Miss
^JSL
Orr and Miss Fant. Without further ceremony,
Miss Orr pulled off her jacket in a businesslike
manner and approached the table. One could tell
how much she loved books ; her eyes sparkled and
she seemed to want to take in every book at once and not to know where to begin.
Miss Fant came to the table with a smile and began to look over them, too.
She picked up a large volume of Van Dyck and, with Miss Orr and the
librarian looking over her shoulders, began to turn the pages. " Oh, how
exquisite!" burst from Miss Orr, while Miss Fant said quietly: "Yes, it is
lovely. I wish Mr. Kincannon could see it." Van Dyck was laid aside; and,
after a few moments of silence, Miss Orr produced a small red book which
she handed across the table to Miss Fant with a " Isn't it charming, Annie? "
" Annie " responded : " What an attractive little volume ! " After much search
ing Miss Fant came forward with "Sensible Etiquette," and, laughing across
at Miss Orr, asked if she had ordered it. (To put in a word, I would say that I
believe Miss Fant ordered it herself.) Miss Orr bobbed her head and smiled and
said: " No, my dear, I did not." She was searching for Shakespeare, and at last
found the two editions at the bottom of a pile of books. The books had to be
moved and then Miss Orr reached her climax. " The bindings are beautiful!
I don't know which edition I like best," she said, and for a while was lost in the
contemplation of her beloved Shakespeare.
Charming, exquisite, lovely, and beautifully illustrated, had been worn to
a shred before the bell rang and I had to leave the library, very reluctant to
miss hearing what other adjectives they brought into use.
N. H. R.

A "Soph's" Definition of a Theme.
A theme is that property of Rhetoric by virtue of zvhich the student rids his
racking brain of those deep and heavy thoughts which pervade his frontal
regions.
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RHYME OF LIFE.
I.
A tiny rill
From out a hill
Leaped forth to catch a sunny ray ;
With dimpled face
And winsome grace,
It babbled on its downward way.
On plain, bewildered, paused a while—
A happy, gleeful little child !

II.
The meadow low
Gave to its flow
A winding path through waving gras
The daisies' eyes
With wide surprise
beheld themselves, as in a glass.
The sun and moon
And stars, quite soon,
Looked down admiringly, and then,
With laughter sweet
And dancing feet,
It sought a shady woodland glen.
In vain, it tried
Itself to hide,
For, darting in and out the shade,
Like sunny beams,
Or silvery gleams,
Alluring charms it oft displayed.
So bright, so coy, so dear, the maid !

III.
One summer day,
Amid its play,
It heard a softly wooing voice !
The laughing brook
The glen forsook,
Its heart still beating at its choice,
Nor courage lost,
Nor tempest-tossed;
Now onward, stately, calm, and free,
A river large,
With boat and barge,
Bears on its burden to the sea.
As on it goes,
As calm it flows
On through the world's discordant noise
Still soft and low,
Its rhythmic flow
Bids earth be glad, bids man rejoice.
Its course full run,
Its work well done,
It now obeys the call to rest
Upon the shore
()f home, once more
Upon the ocean's mighty breastA woman true, so great, so blest!
C. E.
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NORMAL CLASS.

A DREAM.
3n the still of night, at the midnight hour,
?ls the cloch chimed tmeltoe in the College tom'r,
(Chere came a hision to me,
fairer than mhich S neher hope to heboid :
pmritg, chastitg, all in one mould,
(Chis hision that came to me.
($0 mg side did come this angel of mhite;
&hc leaned o' er me for a clearer sight,
<3Then gentlg in mg ear
£>he mhispered a message from the home of lobe,
?t message 00 smeet from heaben abobe,
gentle and so dear.
^ith a step quite 00ft she crossed the floor,
&nb roses she stremed on the couch near the door,
Iftabishing roses of rnhite!
With a smile she hissed one single flomer,
9^hich mith its sroeetness did her embomer (Chen banished from mg sight.
BLANCHE KNOX.
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The Tree With a Mother's Heart; or, An Incident from Mythology.

O

XE evening as the sun was sinking slowly behind the vine-clad hills,
tinting the sky with glorious colors, and the little birds flitting from
tree to tree were making noisy preparations for the night, two women
with a baby boy wandered along the' shores of the lake. The old
mother gazed dreamily at the West beyond whose purple shadows lav the
happy Isles of the Blest. But for the other, in her beautiful youth and mother
hood, this life sufficed, and she was content to fondle and caress the little child
at her side.
The child saw a lovely crimson lily and eagerly stretched out his babv
hancls for it. His mother, Dryode, anxious to please him, reached out and
plucked it; but, as she gave it to her son, drops of blood trickled through her
fingers and ^tained her white robe with crimson spots. Full of wonder, she
heard a voice accusing her of having slain Lotis, a wood nvmph, who had
assumed the disguise of a lily.
She turned to flee, but to her astonishment her feet were rooted to the
ground, and, as she glanced down, she saw that a tree was rapidly growing all
around her. Her arms, uplifted to heaven in prayer, were transformed into
distorted limbs covered with foliage.
Her last request was that her little son might be allowed to play beneath
the tree which covered his mother's tender heart, incapable of expressino- its
love except when the winds of summer gently rocked its branches, or" the
Zephyrs murmured soft lullabies through its leaves, or when in the 'winters'
tempests it wildly tossed its naked limbs and mourned its anguish to Boreas as
he swept by in his dark chariot of clouds.
At last some Athenian woodsman, in ignorance of Dryode, felled this sad
sister of the forest, and suffered a similar fate as punishment for his unintentional guilt.
A^
TT

*

T

ANNIE LITTLE.
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SIMPATIA.
55^ Aeart cried out in its sorrow
7^or One tAat a /'rionct J7 cou/ct c/aim,
*7?net tony A act ^ waitect tiio answer,
7C/Aen softty and swoetty it came .•
Anow tit at tAy burden is Aeavy,
T^nd tony to retieve tAeo of pain /
ZrAen couraye, my cAitd,
^'tt wat/c by tAy side.
^att understand."
S yave ZJ A ee my Aand.
77/y sout, once tried in tAe batance,
7/7as strenytAened witA couraye anew
7?nd toft in tAe wortct, near deserted,
TJAO y'oy of a sympatAy new/
77/y fait A, notAiny doubtiny, was ytven
Z7o One wAom & fett woutd be true.
77Ay voice in my sout,
Sweet

eace did un/otct,

OA, ne 'er to depart,
^yave ZjAee my Aeart.
C. Jf.
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Hbougbts Htter tbe "OLtgbt JBell."
Bs 11 sit bere at ni£ wmbow,
<3a3tng iblv into tbe pale moonlight,
/ib£ soul is lost in admiration
Q t a nigbt so tatr anb bright.
£be stars are out in countless thousands
Xibe jewels in tbe a3ure sb£;
mme tbe moon, so pale anb lustrous,
IRow seems lorb ot all on bigb.
1bow wan anb spectral are tbe sbabows
Q t tbe trees out in tbe parb!
^beg mabe me tbinb ot tairies, elves, witches,
Bub all other such creatures,
umbo bolb tbeir revels in tbe barb.
36ut what have 11 been tbinbing?
1bave 11 lost all rug ntinb,
Sitting croucbeb upon a winbow-seat,
Iponbering on things of tbis binb ?
©b, bear me! there's balf^past ten!
Bnb 11, now in thoughts so solemn anb beep,
m\a be tbinbing, in tbe morning
limben tbe rising bell's a^ringing,
" flMease go 'wa^ anb let me sleep."
BERTHA LEE JONES.
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OFFICE IN HOSPITAL.

HOSPITAL WARD.

Latin Composition.
One of Miss Maud Jones's more daring pupils submitted the following
letter as an exercise in Latin Composition:
Prid. Non. Ian. MDCCCCII.
Virgil Mathildae—Sal.:
Cum murmures infandi et questus diversi ex discipulis tuis ad me in umbris
Plutoniis advenerint, tandem statui scribere ut tibi errorem rationis tuae
demonstrem. Mortalibus vero, O Mathilda, pensa quae a dis immortalibus ipsis
fieri non possunt assignas. Discipuli tui sapientiam perseqnuntur, atque similes
mortalibus actis a Fatis duris libros multos ^Lneidis meae festinanter legunt.
Conaris linguam Latinam docere, O femina, atque canorem divinorum versuum
meorum demonstare? Turn cognosce discipulis tuis necesse esse brevissima
pensa dare.

Translation.
Horrible murmurs and divers complaints from thy pupils having reached
me here in the Plutonian shades, I have at length resolved to write to show
thee the error of thy method. Truly, O Maud, thou assignest to mortals tasks
impossible even for the immortal gods. Thy pupils pursue after wisdom like
mortals driven by the relentless Fates, hurriedly reading many books of my
yEneid. Seekest thou to teach Latin, O woman, and to show the melody of
my divine lines? Know then that it is necessary to give thv pupils very short
lessons.
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HE following petition was sent to Mr. Kincannon by several girls who
went to the hospital one Sunday in order to escape dormitory rules,
and to keep from attending church. The petition rings with regret
because, since on the above-mentioned day the rules were suspended
in honor of George Washington's birthday, these young ladies missed all the
privileges due to the suspension of regulations, and besides, had to listen to a
rather lengthy afternoon sermon:

" Whereas it hath pleased our most gracious resident physician, in her
commendably zealous care for our welfare, to provide devotional exercises on
Sunday afternoon for the benefit of us who were unable to attend church on
Sunday morning; and whereas such care on the part of the aforesaid physician
resulted in our being unable to take advantage of the suspension of the regula
tions granted to us in consideration of the honor due to the memory of George
Washington, the father of our country; and whereas we are extremely patriotic
and anxious to show all due respect to the memory of the aforesaid George
Washington, we, the undersigned, who were thereby deprived of the privilege
of making any display of our patriotism, do humbly petition that this privilege
be granted to us to-day and that for this purpose, we be excused from all
school duties.
(Signed)

Monday, February 23d, 1903.
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INDUSTRIAL HALL.

'

The following letter was sent to Miss Cora I. Walker, asking for a privilege
unheard of at this institution. As it presented the matter in an entirely new
light to our most scientific teacher, she granted it willingly:
OUR DEAR MISS WALKER :

We know you will be delighted to hear that we can no longer stay away
from the Laboratory. As we have no chemical compounds to mix, we want to
ask you to let us try the chemical action of chocolate on sugar in solution when
heated. Y\ e will send you some of the precipitate provided it is not volatile
at ordinary temperature.
Yours trustfully and hungrily,
RUBY M. JOHNSTON,
MARGARET CANNON,
MARGARET HODGES,
BESS HAND,
CAROLINE E. HAND,

^

p

KATY BOYD GEORGE.

%
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An Unsolved Problem.
" A little nonsense now and then
Is relished by the wisest men."

WAS once in a room at a large hotel, and becoming very thirsty, was
pondering where to get a drink of water, for I had seen no wells in coming
up. While I was pondering thus, a little brass button with a card hanging
/
up beside it, attracted my attention. I walked over and saw on the card
this inscription: " Three Pushes for Water." I said to myself, " Ha ! a new kind
of pump—one that pushes." I straightway got my little tin cup which was
given me in my childhood, held it under the button, and pushed three times.
To my disappointment, 110 water came. The pump must have been out of fix.
About this time a negro as black as the ace of spades knocked and asked me
what I wished. I told him that the pump was out of fix and that I could get
no water. Do you believe it?—that impudent negro grinned, and went back
down stairs. I, thinking he had gone down to repair the pump, waited a few
minutes, and then tried again. To my dismay, still no water came, so conclud
ing that I was the cause of the trouble, I grabbed my baggage and left.
Now the problem that I can not solve is: Why did they say, " Three
Pushes for Water," and water did not come when I did as directed, unless the
pump was out of fix?
yp py Q
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SCENE IN PARK.

Ifn flftemonam.
A N N I E B. H A N D
WHO
IN

DIED AT

HER

HOME

SHUBUTA, MISSISSIPPI

JULY

16, 1 9 0 2 .

Dear friend, far off, my lost desire,
So far, so near in woe and weal ;
0 loved the most, when most i feel
There is a lower and a higher;
Known and unknown; human, divine;
Sweet human hand and lips and eye;
Dear heavenly friend that canst not die,
Mine, mine, forever, ever mine ;
Strange friend, past, present, and to be;
Loved deeplier, darklier understood ;
Behold, I dream a dream of good,
And mingle all the world with thee.
—Tennyson.

The Seniors.
NONA ARCHER

Baldwyn, Mississippi

" More charming girls than I may have lived, but I do not believe it."

Cultivates a sweet, timid style—also the teachers; is sup
posed to be very innocent. She despises men and yet she
tolerates them. Of followers she has quite a number. Her
future is painted in rosy colors, and the class look to hear
further of her. Class Poet; Peyton Anniversarian.

MARGARET BOYD

Columbus, Mississippi

" There's such a charm in melancholy,
I would not, if I could, be gay."

One of our two town girls. She is addicted to heroine
worship, though it never amounts to the dangerous. She is
the most conscientious one of us all about her work. And—
a miracle, but it is true—she manages to do all the outside
reading that is assigned—bushels a day, as you know. Callaway-Orr.

CARITA BRINKER

West Point, Mississippi
" Pleased with a rattle,
Tickled with a straw."

And yet she is sensible and studious, but entirely harm
less, I assure you. She is rather inclined to sleep too much,
but that is her own affair. One good thing can be said of
her, she never doubts the word of her friends; besides she is
always willing to help anything on. Her chief occupation is
laughing at Mary Flynt. Peyton; Editorial Staff.
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MARY CHAMBERLIN

Vicksburg, Mississippi

" Life is as tedious as a twice-told tale."

She had greatness thrust upon her on that famous first
of last April. Who would have thought that she could
address the multitude with such calm, connected words ?
But it must be confessed that, in private life, Mary can never
be got to look on the bright side of things. Her favorite
saying is, " Oh, you know they won't let us." She studies hard,
though, and in June papa will be proud of his daughter.
Callaway-Orr.

IDA DANIEL

Meridian, Mississippi

" Be silent always when you doubt your sense,
And speak, though sure, with seeming diffidence."

A modest young lady with a full, round voice, I am not
sure, but I think she day-dreams, and I know she is senti
mental. She always assumes a childlike smile when sent to
the board. Peyton ; President of Y. W. C. A.

B ESSIE E I.MORE

Durant, Mississippi

" Brave minds, howe'er at war, are secret friends;
This generous discord with the battle ends."

The battle referred to above, takes place hourly between
Bessie and Carl. And they don't make up; they just begin
another fuss. Really, though, Bessie isn't dangerous—she gig
gles too much to be. Her favorite jewel is a silver heart; her
chief treasure, a photograph of an unknown one (to us); her
only pastime, going around the park with Carl. Callaway-Orr
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MARY HILL PLYNT

Aberdeen, Mississippi

"And still her tongue ran on, the less
Of weight it bore, with greater ease."

Her favorite study is "Nathan der Weise," her only worldly
goods, one two-humped camel and fifteen cents. She is a mem
ber of the Firm, and is commonly known as Molly O'Flannigan. Her apt and exact Shakespeare quotations are the marvel
of her acquaintances. Her chief occupation is tormenting
Carita. Peyton President, '03; Staff Editor.

BKNNIE WILL GIBSON

Columbus, Mississippi

" Idle as a painted ship upon a painted ocean."

Objects to dressing neatly and descending at once to
breakfast. Where did she get that regal languid air—is it
acquired ? And why does she peruse so carefully " The
Smart Set"? Distinguished herself and class in Sophomore
and has been resting on her fame since. Will she ever be
grown-up, even if she is six feet? Peyton Vice-President, '02.

MABEL HISCOX

Hllisville, Mississippi

" Muse not that I thus suddenly proceed;
For what I will, I will, and there an end."

She caused the most stringent rule of the College to be
suspended. Possibly she could explain, if she would, "pecu
liar circumstances." Her favorite song, hallowed by associa
tion: "There is a tavern in a town" Don't think by this,
that she does not most generally look serious and solemn.
Peyton; Senior President; Business Manager of MEH LADY.
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OIYIVE MCCUEEAR

Booneville, Mississippi

" There 's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility."

But don't get the impression, please, that she has not
very decided and original opinions, just because she keeps
them to herself. She enjoys a joke as much as anybody, and
she doesn't mean to be unsocial. Her favorite studies are
Mathematics and Chemistry. Peyton.

LESSEE MCGAHEY

Birmingham, Alabama

" Her voice was ever soft, gentle, and low—an excellent thing in woman."

She spends all her substance in riotous living—those
olives! Studies Pharmacy in order to understand certain
semi-weekly letters. She has a sweet, gentle, credulous dis
position, and never argues with her friends; but ends always
by inviting them to come back and have some more. Peyton
Vice-President, '03.

Columbus, Mississippi

CARL MOLLOY

" She sits high in all the people's hearts—
But she hath a lean and hungry look."

When she left home five years ago, she was gay and bad •
but circumstances have sobered her and altered "cases." She
is so fortunate as to be popular with the student-body
Wlnt
more could she wish? She delights her friends with snatches
of old songs remembered from her degenerate days
Has
studied her head off this year, but next-she is going to have
some fun. Callaway-Orr Anniversarian.
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Courtland, Mississippi

ZULA MORRIS
" I pray thee, peace ; I

will be flesh and blood,
For there was never yet philosopher
That could endure the toothache patiently."

She always acts according to her own sweet will. She
loves an argument better than—can it be possible ?—a teacher.
Her favorite occupation is arranging her hair in new and strik
ing coiffures. But, I forget—she has another—her ability to
spring unheard-of and unanswerable questions in class. Callaway-Orr President, '02 ; Editor-in-Chief.

ELIZABETH MOORE

Grenada, Mississippi

" O! what a noble heart was here undone
When science' self destroy'd her favorite son."

Possessed of a never satisfied curiosity,, it carries her to
such lengths that she is never content to let well enough alone,
but must needs blow up our spacious laboratory whenever she
goes in. It is really exciting to be anywhere in her neighbor
hood. You can never tell at just what moment, either,
alcohol, gas-jet, and Elizabeth, will get mixed up. The results
are frequently disastrous and always interesting. It is
understood that " Cousin Ed." has often begged her to forego
this p
Peyton; Staff Editor.
t

JOSEPHINE PATTERSON . . . . . W e s t v i l l e , M i s s i s s i p p i
"A daughter of the gods, divinely tall."

A very matter-of-fact young person, whose boast is that
she is from Simpson. She takes life seriously, to a certain
extent. The class was very proud of her in the role of our
lady principal—her grin was the only thing that betrayed her.
She, also, will join the medical profession. He has gradu
ated, has a good practice, and considerable avoirdupois. Callaway-Orr.
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ETHEL POINDEXTER

Ravine, Mississippi

" Cheerful at morn, she wakes from short repose,
Breasts the keen air, and carols as she goes."

She has a bright, childish face, and makes it a point to
accept misfortune tranquilly. Her services to the class and to
the student-body are invaluable. She can always produce the
latest and most valuable information concerning the Olympi
ans. The school's convincing formula in such matters is:
" Ethel said so." Callaway-Orr President, '03 ; Bach.

MAMIE ROYALS

Meridian, Mississippi

" For though on pleasure she was bent,
She had a frugal mind."

She has rendered obsolete the phrase, "sticketh closer
than a brother" ; it is now, " sticketh closer than Mamie Royals
and Mabel Hiscox." She will always join in if the rest will,
but when left standing alone is very prone to blush. Pursuing
the even tenor of her way, she has never been known to do
anything very much against the rules. She spends her time
learning "the little things she does not know." Callaway-Orr.

AMALIE SYKES

Aberdeen, Mississippi

" Ful wel she sange the service devine,
Entuned in hire nose ful swetely ;
And French she spake ful fayre and fetisly."

Our only nightingale. She lives in dread of breaking
rules, and, it is whispered, is also afraid of mice. Generally
speaking, she does not believe in creating a sensation of any
kind; but, the first of the year, she could not resist temptation
in the shape of bows. Her chosen companion is Sally, and
her only recreation, dancing. Peyton; Bach Vice-PresidentPresident of the Glee Club.
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PEARE TURNER

.

,

,R . .

• • Hickory, Mississippi

" But one admirer has the painted lass •
Nor finds that one, but in her looking-glass."

I his young lady, commonly known as Pearl ti,
m.her opinion abundantly gifted with intellect Her chief

RDR RRE^R1hy

perusins the mont^

light than any officer

^

Manager Athletic Association; Senior Historian ; Viking"eSS

MARGIE WESTMORELAND . . . Columbus, Mississippi
" \\ lience is thy learning ? Hast thy toil
O'er books consumed the midnight oil ? "

Wh°
6Ver *aW her in a bad humor>
evenafter
en alter sittinT"*
sitting up ^until
one the night
before? /QU :

oTltf/in F IhratHer t.hmk she got most real heartfelt joy out
nals H
M
"
" she COuId cover the board with origi10rrenCe f°r short"cuts has never been equaled.
Peyion

ANNIE WILSON

MERIDIAN> M I S S I S S J P P I

" hashioned so slenderly,
Young, and so fair."

mentIarSvUSbutt'S.hehd0efS "°K ^ tWs V6rSe ^ t0° c™Phmentary but, who of us by taking thought," etc. Although
so tiny, she has a will of her own, and she smiles in a very elder
sisterly fashion at the pranks of those children, Mary and
Canta ; and bear in mind, honey chile, that Annie " will not
Staff.
rS °f anyb0d^ ^on President, 'o2;
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The Growlers.
This Club was organized the seventeenth da, of
lundred and two, with twenty-two members. Its first

natron's office-no one in particular presiding.
lourishing condition and promisesi to o
on
Eaculty is translated, at least until the third
J

mee

g

in

a

the
hundred and three.
unless

,lineteen
,

MOTTO:
" We have too much work.

They are killing us.

PURPOSE:

COLORS.

To have something to talk about.

Manganese-Green and Cobalt-Blue.

WAIL:

Woe, alas ! Woe, alas !
We are doomed !
We can not pass !

Officers.
Chief Instigator of Complaints

MARY C.
Most Worthy Second
BENNIE WILE
Honorable Reinforcement Committee .... ANNIE, CARITA, MARY F.
Perpetual Renewer
PEARR THOMAS
Most Inexhaustible Giver of Evidence
MAMIE
Indispensable Investigator as to the State of the Atmosphere . . ETHER
Attorneys for the Defense (of Teachers)
NONA AND ZURA
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
Assistants

EESSIE
THE REST OF THE SENIOR CRASS
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THE VOICE OF THE STORM.
Outside—the cold and the darkness,
And the wail of the wind in the trees.
The dash of dead leaves 'gainst the window,
And the rain on hills and on leas.
Within—the warmth and brightness,
And laughter low and sweet,
Faces that smile serenely,
And the sound of dancing feet.
But still out there in the darkness
There's a wild voice that calls to my soul.
And out of the depths of my being/
Impatient of all control,
My spirit rises to answer
The voice of the night and the storm.
NONA OLIVER ARCHER

When fades the glow from sunset skies,
And darkness comes apace,
With eyes half weary of the light,
Dreaming, again I see thy face,
Calm with the peace of those that see
Through all life s transient mockery
The vastness of eternity.
NONA OLIVER ARCHER.

6?

From the Latin of Horace,
TO MISS PASTAY.

I hate, O youths the Persian feasts3
£#77 cups wreathed with shining vine,
0#/ whose glistening mirrored depths
IVe catch the gleam of foreign wine.
Cease thou to seek the lingering rose,
67/7/ daring to sway in the Autumn breexe;
Por us such splendour is not meet :
The simpler vine for boards like these.
Yea> hang with myrtle my humble bower,
For 7 u M* symbol of God-sent rest,
/» /7j cool and peaceful shadow
Let me idly dream all loveliness.
March, 1903.

KATY
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BOYD GEORGE.
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The Bach Society.
Officers.

MAGGIE LAY,

AMALIE SYKES,

MAUDE MABRY,

PRESIDENT.

VICE-PRESIDENT.

RECORDING SECRETARY.

ALMA BROWN

RCQCIC

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

UAKm
HAND>

TREASURER.

Members.
ATWELL, ETTA

ANDERSON, MARY
BEST, GEORGIA

CALLAWAY, MAGAR

BAILEY> FLORENCE

BROWN, ALMA

CLIFTON, ANNIE HUNTER

CONNERLEY ELLA

CRAMER)
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RCARTER, VIRGINIA

BROWN, MILLIE

COWAN, MATTIE
DUNNING, BESSIE M.

BENSON, MAGGIE
CRITZ, MARIE

DIXON, EUGENIE

CLOWER, ETHEL

DABBS, ANNIE LAURIE

CLARK, ANNIE LAURIE

FRANKS, MONIE

CLARK, ETHEL

FERGERSON, KATHERINE

CATCHING, LOUISE

GILLIS, JOSIE
GUINES, LOIS

COVINGTON, LILLIAN

GLASGOW, WEENONA
HORNE, ZOE
HERRING, MARY ELLEN
HAND, BESSIE

HUNT, KATE

HAND, ZUBA

*

HAND, CAROLYN

HARDY, LENA MAE

HEAD, STELLA

HARRIS, JENNIE MAY

KINCANNON, FRANKNIE

KNOX, BLANCHE

MCNAIR, EMMIE

KNOX, ALMA

MCCLENAHAN, ANNIE MAY

KIRK, LOUISE

MABRY, MAUDE

KINCANNON, CORINNE
LAY, MAGGIE

NEWMAN, JINNIN
NEWMAN, GUSSIE

• LATHAM, CORINNE

NIELSON, MARGARET

MOORE, LOUISE

POTTS, GENEVIEVE

MARSOLIS, BESSIE

PEVEY, ELINOR

ROBINSON, WILLIE BELLE

STENNIS, LIZZIE

ROBINSON, NETT

SYKES, AMALIE

RICHARDSON, NELLIE

SANFORD, BEULAH

RABB, OUIDA

SMITH, MILDRED

SHELL, LENA MAE
SEALE, KATIE LOU

WALKER, MAY
WATSON, MAMIE

SELLERS, MARY

WHITTON, LOTTIE

SULLIVAN, OLIVE
SAGE, JERONE

WELSH, MARY ELLA
WALLER, MARY ALICE

YOUNG, MARY ANTHONY

7I

In the World of Music.
Gently pressing the keys, bidding each one to respond,
Claiming each one as a slave to her will,
Strains most simple, yet grand, music resplendent and fond—
Music she brings to the soul in the still!
By the touch of the hand she fills the soul with such awe
That it is wafted abroad in a dream !
Music, all-mighty pow'r, pointing each to his own star,
Furnishes all to the soul in one beam.
All that mortal could wish, all is beholden to him,
Hoping and dreaming of all that is dear—
In the musical world, world that doth discord condemn !
Harmonies, striking the chord which is near,
Reach the realms of the heart, learn all the secrets it hides,
Banish each sorrow and cruel despair,
Causing there in their stead, thoughts and emotions to rise
Which are to lead the soul up to its Star.
Thou, musician divine, thou art the agent foretold,
Purposed to turn us from evil and bad,
Bidding us to hear Him—waking, inspiring the soul.
Teach us to labor, to wait and be glad !
Doubt is hard to have cleared, sorrow is hard to be borne.
But, as the artist combines and unfolds,
Giving harmonies pure; likewise may we, ere life's flown,
Render our discords one harmonious whole.
BLANCHE KNOX.
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SENIOR MUSIC CLASS.

MISS MORGAN'S STUDIO.

MISS POINDEXTER'S STUDIO.

MARY ANDERSON
MAUDE MABRY

ANNIE L. DABS

GEORGIA BEST

BESSIE ECKLES

MARY L. EEYTON

VAELIE MCMANUS

MARY CRATZENBURG
EOIS GUINS

EAURA CRITZ

MIEDRED SMITH

JOSIE GILLIS
JENNIE MAY HARRIS
ZOE HORNE

ANNIE LAURIE CLARK

AMALIE SYKES

BESSIE CHILDS

ALYDA CARR

EMMA SIMRAL

IDA DANIEL
MARGIE WESTMORELAND

ANNIE LATIMER

SALLIE MCLEAN

HATTIE MCCLANAHAN
EUGENIA DIXON
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Class in Commercial Law (studying subject of contracts).
Teacher—Name persons who can not make a binding contract.
Pupil—Lunatics, idiots, and married women.
Teacher—Define lunatic.
Pupil—Married woman.
Teacher—What is a decimal fraction?
Pupil—A decimal fraction is a fraction wrote decimally.
Teacher to pupil—Show the meaning of " quoth " by using it in a sentence
Pupil—I am quoth to leave you.
Teacher—Describe the heart.
Pupil—The heart is chronical in shape, and points downward, forward
and westward.
Teacher—Give the sources of the impurities found in the air in a room?
Pupil—Laughing, crying, sneezing, snoring, etc.
Miss Orr to Senior—Who was Niobe?
Senior—She was a Biblical character.
Dr. Jones to Miss W.—Where are the cardiac muscles found?
Miss W.—Dr. Jones, they didn't say where they were, and I don't know.
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CORINNE LATHAM

MARY ELLA MCFARLANE

CARITA BRINKER

MATTIE THORNTON

MARIA YOUNG

ALMIRA PARDEE

MARY 7 FLYNT

ZOE HORNE

1. STOCKHOLDER.

5. CLERK.

2. STOCKHOLDER.

6. PORTER.

3. DRUMMER.

IT STENOGRAPHER.

4. BOOKKEEPER.

8. COLLECTOR.

PUZZLE —The person who identifies the position each member of "The Firm" holds will
receive a prize of a box of crackers and a pound of cheese. Should more than one person send
in the correct solution, the prize will be equally divided.
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LICENSE
Be It Hereby Knottm:
That license to buy and sell at either wholesale or retail prices all
staple and fancy groceries, is given to the business house so called "The
Firm," this twenty-fourth day of October, in the year of our Lord, nineteen
hundred and two; and this said license shall hold good from aforesaid date
till same date in twenty-first century, unless stockholders of the above said
firm shall see fit

to discontinue their business in this city, under said name.

SEALED AND DELIVERED

This twenty-fourth day of October, in the year of our Lord, nineteen-hundred
and two.
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Members.

MARGARET CANNON
(" I'm tired now and sleepy, too.")

Wea^y Watcher

EUGENIA DIXON
(" And darkness reigns supreme.")

Light Extinguisher

KATY BOYD GEORGE
(" Seeking what we may devour.")

Faithful Forager
Teacher Tackier

MARGARET HODGES
(" Hist! I smell a rat.")
RUBY M. JOHNSTON
(" There's little choice in rotten apples.")

Menu-Maker
— Mil. SHAKESPEARE.

COLOR:

MOTTO:

Pure White.

Much study is a weariness to the flesh."

AMBITIONS !

"

.Li
I y, ..
hertrd. lUystL!
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INNOCENTS.

C l u b Song.
Music.—" The Man Behind the Gun."

We never break a regulation,
We never tell a lie,
Nor ever want holiday any more.
We never want to run or whistle,
For't is not polite.
We never make a wretched fizzle
When we don't recite.
We never walk about in trios;
Never stare or gaze,
Nor have any other rowdyish ways.

We never whisper during sermon,
Always know the text (?);
Don't say " Dutch" when we mean German,
So that no one is perplexed—
We never do these things - Oh, no! Oh, no ! !
81

I
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MASCOT.

Members.
VIRGINIA SAUNDERS

.

r>

M A R I E MEACHAM . .

•,

Secretary and Treasurer

N K T T I E MAXWELL

Poet

MI NN IBE L GLADNEY

KVA IURR
E,VA
WILKINSON

A N N YE M A E MCCI.ANAHAN
MARY DYER

MYRTLE H E S T E R
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The Bon-Tons.
COLORS:

Royal Purple and White.

FLOWER:

Violet.

MOTTO:

" Be swell or quit the business."

OBJECT:

To inculcate into all "Reubsand Hayseeds" some of the proprieties of fashion.
PECULIARITIES:

Any applicants from Paris will be admitted without examinations.

NAMES

OFFICES

WILLIE DIXON . . . .

Fashion's Chief Flunkey . . .

ETHEL CLARKE . . . .
BLANCHE HALBERT. .
ESTELLE GIBSON . . .
ANNIE LAURIE CLARKE
MARY ALICE WALLER .

CHARACTERISTIC SAYING

" Reuben, Reuben, I've been
thinking."
Heroine of Fashion Fleet . .
" Oh ! he's a dream on toast."
Fashion's Most Ardent Lover .
" She's a perfect love of a girl."
Most Royal and Omnipotent \ " Hang sorrow; care will kill a
Preserver of the Fashions . . J
cat."
Fashion's Most Worthy Scribe
"For thy sake, O Fashion, I
would do anything but die."
Lady of Quality
" The men think her sweet; even
the stairs that she treads upon
kiss her feet."

The other members are mute, or better known as deadwood.
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The KodaK Fiends.
1

My eyes make pictures when they are shut.

COLORS:

Black and Red.

Officers.

EUNIE McCAFFERTY,
PRESIDENT.

ALMA GUNN,

LOYD PACE,

WILLIE ROBINSON

VICE-PRESIDENT.

SECRETARY.

TREASURER.

^5

JEAN

OLIVER, President of Athletic League.

Since Jean's entrance into the College, her efforts

toward athletics have been untiring. Her first act

was to introduce basket-ball, and by her own interest, her punctuality as umpire, and her orderly arrange
ment of teams, she inspired great enthusiasm in this game. This year she organized " The Athletic
League," which has done much to promote pleasure in out-of-door exercise.
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OFFICERS OF ATHLETIC LEAGUE.
MARIA LOUISE YOUNG,
Secy, and Treas.

NETTIE ENOCHS,
Asst. Bus. Mgr.

9*

PEARL TURNER,
Bus. Mgr.

Members of Athletic League.
CARL MOLLOY

MARY FLYNT

OLIVE MCCULLAR

CARITA BRINKER
LESSIE MCGAHEY

MABEL HISCOX

PEARL TURNER

IDA DANIELS

MAMIE ROYALS

ANNIE WILSON

BESSIE HAND

CAROLINE HAND

MABEL COMFORT

MARGARET CANNON

JEAN OLIVER

MARGARET HODGES

MARY ROBERTSON

LOUISE WILLIAMSON

MARIE CRITZ

FRANCES RICE

MARY E. HERRIN

JEROME SAGE

EDNA DUNCAN

LAURA CRITZ

ELENOR PEVEY

SALLIE NAUGLE

IDA MITCHELL

FRANCES VAIDEN

ANNIE DABNEY

BLANCHE FOOSE

NONA ARCHER

ZULA MORRIS

WILLIE ROBINSON

BENNIE W. GIBSON

MOLLIE HENRY

ANNIE L. CLARK

BESSIE WADE
MAY HARPOLE

ERIN HESLER

LORA MEACHAM

LOUISE JACKSON

LARA JACKSON

BESSIE DUNNING

LOTTIE WHITTEN

CAROLINE HAND

ZUBA HAND
GEORGIE RACHELMAN
MAMIE BOSWELL

SUSIE TURBERVILLE

LILLIAN SHARP

ETHEL POINDEXTER

SALLIE MCLEAN
ALMIRA PARDEE

MAY STEELE

KATHERINE BIRD

JOSEPHINE PATTERSON
MAUDE BAYLISS
REGINA BRANT
MILLIE BROWN
BESSIE WARREN
ALLIE MCNEEL
BESSIE CHILDS

MAGGIE D. GASTON

ETHEL CLARK

LUCILE LOWRY

BLANCHE HALBERT

AMALIE SYKES

MINNIE BALLARD

KATE BALLARD
ROBBIE DUKE

NETTIE ENOCHS

MARY E. MCFARLANE

STELLA ELSON
MARION HEARD

RUBY JOHNSTON

EUNIE MCCAFFERTY

HATTIE CULLAGE

NELLIE KERN

ELIZABETH MOORE

BESSIE ELMORE

CORINNE LATHAM

BLANCHE SMITH
HATTIE MURPHIE
LUCY ELZEY

MONIE FRANKS
BESSIE M. DUNNING

SARA BOLTON
GRACE GIBSON
VIRGINIA SAUNDERS
MAUDE SMITH
NT A XTXTT17 "R TC I?
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MARY DYER

ESTELLE GIBSON
MINNIE B. GLADNEY
VERGIE JACKSON
MARGARET LAY
LOUISE MOORE

Vikings.
COLORS:

Red and Yellow.

Yell.

Chimalaka! Boomalaka!
Ye, Yi, Yum!
.Vikings! Vikings !
Boom ! Boom ! Boom !

Boomalaka! Chimalaka!
Hi, Ki, Ke!
Vikings ! Vikings !
I. I. and C.

To a s t .

Here's to the old Norse Vikings,
Who never shirked their duty ;
Here's to the memory of them
Who died or gained the booty.

PEARL TURNER.

Here's to the modern Vikings—
The ones of 1903—
Who like their noble ancestors,
Conquer everything they see.

RUBY JOHNSTON.
MONIE FRANKS.

CAROLINE HAND.
MATTIE THORNTON.
KATIE BOYD GEORGE.

JEAN OLIVER, Umpire
LOUISE WILLIAMSON.

MARY ELLA

McFARLANE.
^

NETTE ENOCHS
Captain.

MARY ELL FN mpdo.k,
^ HLRRIN.
ALMIRA PARDEE.

Siegers.

A. L. CLARK, Captain
NAUGLE

YOUNG
HEARD

JEAN OLIVER, Umpire
MCNEIL

E. GIBSON

ELSOM

HARRIS

DUNCAN

E. CLARK

MITCHELL

B. HALBERT
W. DIXON, Substitute

COLORS:

Navy Blue and White.
44

MOTTO:

FLOWER:

We stand up to our name.

American Beauty.
Yell :
Shi bim ! Shi boom !
Shi bim, boom, bah !
.Siegers ! Siegers!
Rah ! Rah! Rah !
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The Irresistibles.
MOTTO:

The only game in which love counts nothing."
COLORS:

Black and White.

TIME:

From daybreak till the stars appear.
Yell.

Boom-a-lack-a !
Boom-a-lack-a !
Sis, boom, bah ! !
We are—with the racket—
Ir re-sist-i-ble ! ! !

Members.
ETHEL POINDEXTER

AMALIE SYKES

SARA MCLEAN

BENNIE WILL GIBSON
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Sinnet Tennis Club,
MOTTO:

" Always make an advantage and never play the deuce.
COLORS:

Green and White.

Members.
FANNIE BROWN

ANNIE IVAI RIE UAJOBB
LOR A MILLER

LAURA CRITZ

MARIE CRITZ

MAY STEELE

ANNIE HUNTER CLIETO;

MARY HARVEY
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Calendar.
Opening of .School
Y. W. C. A. Reception . .
The Famous Serenade
Hallowe'en Entertainments
The Fair
Thanksgiving Services
The Big Fire
Mississippi Day
Examinations
Christmas Holidays
New Year Entertainments . . . . •
Memorable Street Fair
Callaway-Orr Reception
Peyton Reception
Bach Reception
Burlesque on Faculty
Explosion in Laboratory
The Holiday That Didn't Materialize
Washington's Birthday
Afternoon Sermon at Hospital
Ragtime Recital
Visit of Mr. Siras Johnston, Atlanta
Examinations
Seniors' Visit to Birmingham
Juniors' Reception to Seniors on Return
April 1st
Visit of the Doctor; His Proposal
Peyton Anniversary
Callaway-Orr Anniversary
Examinations
Commencement
" Home, Sweet Home"

.
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September 16th, 1902
October 3d, 1902
October 15th, 1902
October 31st, 1902
November 6th, 1902
November 27th, 1902
December 3d, 1902
December 10th, 1902
December 13-19^, 1902
December 2o-29th, 1902
January 1st, 1903
January 8th, 1903
. January 17th, 1903
January 21st, 1903
January 28th, 1903
February 15th, 1903
February 19th, 1903
February 20th, 1903
February 22d, 1903
February 22d, 1903
February 26th, 1903
February 27th, 1903
March 1st to 10th, 1903
March 13th, 1903
March 15th, 1903
??????
April 4th, 1903
May 2d, 1903
May 9th, 1903
May 15th to 21st, 1903
May 23d to 26th, 1903
May 26th, 1903

Contents.
Poem to I. I. and
Editorial Staff
Board of Trustees
Mission of Flowers (Poem)

'

2
()
()
ro

LITERARY SOCIETIES.

Callaway-Orr Literary Society
Peyton Literary Society ....
Social Events of the Year

1

1

l()
18

The Bells (Poem)
The Drama of the Class of 1 9 0 5
Sandee-Gamb ee(Poem)
To Take, or Not to Take
Advice of a Teacher
A Wish
A Sentimental Theft
Latest Books
Snatches from Library
Rhyme of Life (Poem)
Normal Class
A Dream .
The Tree With a Mother's Heart
Simpatia .
Thoughts After Light Bell . .
Ward and Reception Room at Hospital
A Letter in Latin
A Petition
Junior's Letter to Miss Cora Walker
An Unsolved Problem
Memorial Page
Senior Class
The Growlers
The Voice of the Storm (Poem)
From the Latin of Horace (Poem)

23
24
29
31

• •

32
36
39
4°
4'
43
44
45
4b
*

47

.

49

5°
53
54

-

57
59
66
67

68
100

Music
Bach Society
In the World of Music
Senior Music Classes
Glee Club

70
... 72
73
75

CLUBS.

The Firm
The Innocents.
The Fads
The Bon-Tons
The Kodak Fiends

.

78
80
82
84
85

ATHLETICS.

President Athletic League
Athletic League
The Vikings—Basket-ball Team
Siegers Basket-ball Team
The Irresistibles—Tennis Club
The Sinnet Tennis Club

90
93

94
95

96
97

Calendar
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ADVER
T I S E
MENTS

WE WISH TO CALL ATTEN
TION TO THOSE FIRMS THAT
HAVE EXTENDED TO US THE
COURTESY OF ADVERTISING
IN " MEH LADY." THE GIRLS
OF THE INDUSTRIAL INSTI
TUTE AND COLLEGE ARE
ASKED TO GIVE THEM THEIR
LIBERAL PATRONAGE

DESIRE

E X C ET
L

S RESPONSIBLE for more of the world's progress than any other
prompting motive. It induced England to create Shamrock, and
America to build Columbia, and America's boat proved to be a bet
ter boat than the world had ever known before. DESIRE TO EXCEL
also influences the doings of this store. We want to sell better goods for
the same money, or the same goods for less money than an}^ other store this we do. We consider it our special mission—a duty to our patrons—
to do so.

The Better Boat Won
Cup;
Let thie Better Store Win Your Trade
• All we ask is a fair field and no favor.
We have named this "The
Woman's Store" because we handle only goods that women buy. It is a
dry goods store in every sense of the word. You will find here everything
usually kept in a first-class dry goods establishment.
• Our millinery parlors will be in charge of Miss Schillinger, an artistic
and experienced milliner of New York City. Our earlier opening will occur
the first of April, at which time a magnificent display of pattern hats will
be on exhibition.
\ It is a shoe store as well. Our shoe parlors are acknowledged by all to
be the handsomest in the State. We carry only good shoes—shoes from
$1.50 to $5.00 a pair—every pair warranted. We are always the first to
show the new styles. Our line of Oxford Ties and Strap Slippers for the
season of 1903 is unsurpassed in the South. Mail orders will receive care
ful attention and will be filled the same day they are received, at

'' THE WOMAN'S STORE''
R. E. LEIGH
C O L U M B U S ,

M I

J
THE CORNER

THE CORNER

W. C. BEARD
®ljp

(Enllwj? g>tor?
Needs no introduction to the I. I. and C. students. Every item of dry goods and notions
and every pair of shoes bought of us are guaranteed to satisfy. Agents for
the I. I. and C. Uniform Materials. Complete assort
ment always in store at lowest prices.
IOES, CORSETS, AND KID GLOVES A SPECIALTY

Send us your orders

Your money back for the asking

The Intercollegiate Bureau
of Academic Costume,
Chartered 1902.

Cotreil & Leonard
Albany, N. Y.

Makers of the Caps, Gowns,
and Hoods to the I. I. and
C., Hillman, Belhaven, Port
Gibson Female, University
of the South. Stanford, University of Chicago,
Harvard, Yale? University of Pennsylvania,
Princeton, Wellesley, Bryn Mawr, and the others.
RICH GOWNS FOR THE PULPIT AND BENCH.

Illustrated bulletin, samples, etc., upon application.
WHEN YOU WANT
ANY MERCHANDISE
DO NOT FORGET

SIMON LOEB & "BRO.
"THE LEADERS"
To the Young Ladies of the I. I. and C., Greeting:
We solicit a share of your patronage, and guaran
tee that all orders will be filled satisfactorily. We
handle a complete line of uniform goods, fancy
goods, notions, and the largest stock of stylish,
serviceable shoes in the city.
Yours for the best value,
KAUFMAN BROS.

IGulmthrb
(EuuttUj
(Eompanp
SOLE AGENTS IN
COLUMBUS, MISSISSIPPI
FOR

%

ueen
uality

THE FAMOUS

SHOE FOR WOMEN

CUT FLOWERS— Roses, Carnations, Wedding

Boquets, Floral Designs.
TfECORAJ 1VE PL AIV7S-Palms, Potted Lilies,

Azaleas, Roses, Etc.
Tomato, Egg, and Pepper.
SEA SON ALLE "BUL'BS
WRITE FOR PRICE-LIST
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JOHN R. LAWS
-

FLORIST

COLUMBUS, MISS.

NINE LARGE GREENHOUSES

"VEGETABLE PL ANT S— C abbage, Cauliflower,

COLUMBUS

T . G. OWEN . J*

-

MISSISSIPPI

O. P. BROWN

Largest and best equipped plant South.
Fine Roses and Carnations my specialty. I grow
them in large quantities. Also Lilies, Chrysan
themums, etc., etc.
Orders for Entertainments. Weddings, and
Floral Designs solicited.
Plants: 1wenty Choice Chrysanthemums,$1.00 ;
Two-year-old Roses, $2.50 per dozen.
Have large assortment of Palms, Ferns, and
other plants usually handled by florists, including •
Annuals and Vegetables.

y. H. Stevens

Market Street
COLUMBUS, MISS.

iFutr
(Emtfrrtuntmi

Son

COLUMBUS,
MISS.

THE
M AIN STREET
GROCERS
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Fancy and Staple Groceries,
FRESH FRUITS
REFRESHING DRINK S
DELICIOUS ICES

ESPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
C 0 L L E G E O R I) E R S

Provisions, Breadstuff, Fruits,
Confectioneries, Country Pro
duce, Tobacco, Feedstuffs, Etc.

•

Special Attention

to

College

Orders

ROBERTSON & CO.

FRANKLIN &> CO.

COLUMBUS

COLUMBUS

MISS.

MISS.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

& ta p I t < x n h
ifattni (gnnrms

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

M

z/T MARKS, ROTHENBERO
^Y
& COMPANY'S. /.
Scarcely a counter or
a shelf in the store that isn't in
the parade of new things. Our
great stocks are now at their best.
We are constantly adding to those
great assortments for which, in
connection with moderate prices,
our stores are noted far and wide.
Large choice being next in impor
tance to good value, it is no won
der that the combination keeps us
always busy.
WOOLEN AND COTTON DRESS GOODS, SHIRT
WAISTS, SKIRTS, GLOVES, HANDKERCHIEFS.
..PARASOLS. FANS, EMBROIDERIES, SHOES. MAT
TING,

CARPETS, HOUSE FURNISHINGS, ETC.
Write for Jamples or call upon us

I

Marks, ^©(Lksmterg
MERIDIAN, MUX

C®c

ESPECIAL A N D PR""" ATTENTION GIVEN RO
COLLEGE ORDERS

Curry, Lipscomb & Caine
DRUGGISTS

• Uv of stationery, Blank
Make a specialty ot
new and
Books, Tablets. F
t colors
stylish Box Fapey- all t
Waters
Pe
£
me
and shapes
y " ^lmond Cream:

Mayo & Weaver

SrtKStoco»ptoi». Pr.ce,=Sc

^REAMPTUM

63 South Market Street
Bruyijtiita

T^eJarejiJ^^t.
Dealers

Fine Chemicals,
in
Perfumes,

S^"S °£S

and Druggists' Sundries.

DT

O^AT

CHAPMAN &
Corner Main and Market Streets

No. II7

.

C

Market Street

M I! M B 1?. R S

8

AND

S
4

COLUMBUS,

\a I

Columbus
Cor. Main

a n d St. John Sis.
COLUMBUS,
MISS.

J. T. SENTER, Editor and Proprietor

COLLEGE PROGRAM
PRINTERS

jarnes Hand
PURVIS, M I S S I S S I P P I
Manufacturer
of all
Kinds of

Cong Leaf Yellow Pine

c o L L E GE
Loeb &

o

GIRLS

«s#».«SbffeasK

Lumbe

.

A

Dritirulri) tit
ifltas S>aral| (EatrljtatjH iUdCcUtrtit,
(Our Uitatui'Hs Jlriuripal.

SARAH CATCHINGS McLAURIN,
BUSINESS

PRINCIPAL.

'Jg • ' "4-' \

